Humanity Scheduling Custom Rules
Bringing You Closer to Scheduling Without Limits
A well-considered set of rules is key to successfully automating any part of the scheduling
process. Without rules in place, managers and schedulers must manually account for all
potential exceptions related to employee availability, job qualification, labor laws or any
other element that impacts the details of scheduling your employees. That can be a crushing
amount of effort and an extremely risky way to ensure schedules stay compliant with both
labor laws and internal policies.

Build Your Rules Your Way
Humanity makes it possible to incorporate custom rules that address any regulatory
compliance concern, labor law or business constraint not already included in Humanity’s
Default Rules/Conflicts library.
You’ll partner with TCP Software to define the eligibility conflicts you want to monitor in order
to stay compliant with unique regulations and/or internal scheduling policies. Then you’ll
implement it exactly the way you want to implement it.
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Key Benefits
•

The system does the work — Automate compliance with laws or policies and ease the
burden on your scheduler.

•

Have it your way — Ensure rules are written exactly the way you need them written to
address your specific requirements.

•

Retain piece of mind — TCP partners with you through the entire process, from defining
the rule, to deploying it to your Humanity solution so you know it’s done the right way
every time.

The result is a more flexible and complete solution that makes scheduling less manual and
compliance easier.

Happy with this scheduler.
The employees can make a lot of their own trades and can post shifts up for grabs. There are
several ways to view it. I prefer to look at the hourly view when I check to see if we have the work
requirements covered. I prefer the daily view sorted by employees when I am entering payroll.
Danielle J. Branch Manager, Small Business
G2 Review November 2021

The system is very easy and intuitive.
I can view my upcoming shifts on any of my devices while also receiving phone notifications via the
app. I can see my shifts in daily view, weekly and monthly, which is always a welcome thing to have.
Mihail O. Patient Care Associate, Enterprise
G2 Review November 2021
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